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The Astrology marketplace is
now 2000+ members strong
We now have astrologers
from United States, England,
Germany, France, Italy, and
Australia to mention a few.
Overall we have astrologers
from over 32 countries
As we continue to grow and
associate with more
astrologers, we would like to
thank you for being part of
this.

As we embark on new journey of starting the newsletter today, as Astrologer,
what you will get in newsletter every week from us.


Expert Astrologer Tips on various issues



Software that help astrologers




Business tips for astrologers to grow business and increase customers
Expert astrologer articles



Top astrologer of week




Expert astrologer interviews
Latest trends and happenings in astrology world



Upcoming seminars, courses , free classes on hangout for astrologers

In this first edition
We are starting our first edition by paying our respects to the guiding stars,
the lineage of gurus and saints who have illuminated this earth with their
wisdom. May they also guide us all and take us on the right path of
unearthing the infinite knowledge of astrology.
We will feature expert astrologers, an interesting article on medical astrology,
top astrologer of the week and few features and benefits of the astrology
marketplace.

“Astrology is a language. If you understand it
the sky speaks to you.” – Dane Rudhyar

MEDICAL ASTROLOGY – A COSMIC SOLUTION TO HEART
PROBLEMS
India has about 100 Million heart patients. 6 out of 10 heart patients of this
world are Indian.

Medical Astrology –
The treasure of Vedas

By Expert Astrologer Anil Kumar
Jain

Present day India is living with a weak heart. Only 14% of the IndianAmerican men and 5% of Indian-American women have optimal HDLA
cholesterol level. This rate is almost 3-4 times the average HDLA levels.
Instead of one blocked artery, double or triple artery block Is common
among Indians. Even the third generation emigrants are at least four times
more susceptible to Coronary Artery Disease (CAD) than Europeans, Chinese
or Africans. The worst part is that the risk increases up to ten times in those
younger than 40

MEDICAL ASTROLOGY – THE VEDIC SOLUTION
According to Vedas, astrology can play a vital role in pre-determining any
disease which can happen in future.
 Astrology can pin-point affected body parts, detect the disease & also
select right time for treatment.
 Planetary positions of Sun & Moon affect sea water causing tides.


Blood contains fluid and salts in almost the same proportion.



 Our health is susceptible to same influence of Sun & Moon.
In astrology the human body has been divided into12 parts ruled by a particular sign of zodiac.



Planets also have a certain inherent tendencies to produce diseases

FACTORS LEADING TO HEART PROBLEMS


The planet Sun governs vitality which flows from a healthy heart. Unaffiliated presence of sun in horoscope along
with some positive influence can ensure a healthy heart.



The Zodiac sign Leo is the significator of heart & should be critically examined for predicting heart problems.



The 4th house in the horoscope represents heart. Cancer as 4th sign of the zodiac can cause heart problems.



Lagna (Ascendant), the rising sign of the Zodiac at the time of birth is an important factor governing health of a
person.




All kinds of diseases are governed by 6th house.
5th and 11th houses stand for recovery power. 8th house of horoscope represents death, danger, surgical
operations.



Diseases which call for long hospitalization are indicated by the 12th house of horoscope.

HOW CAN MEDICAL ASTROLOGY HELP
Simple remedies of Astrology for heart problems are very handy. These remedies can provide excellent solution to the
projected scenario. Read more details on how medical astrology can help heart problems http://bit.ly/Medical-

Astrology-Anil-Jain

EXPERT ASTROLOGER INTERVIEW
DR. ANOOP AGARWAL
Our team interviewed Dr. Anoop Agarwal – Expert and Celebrity astrologer
with over 35 years of experience. Here is an excerpt from interview
[OnlinePrasad Team] Crystal therapy is a new concept for most of the people,
could you please throw some lights upon it?
[Dr. Anoop] Crystal had been used widely since ages, – the kings used to sit
on throne made up of stones and crystals and their treasury was full of
gemstones and crystals.
Dr. Anoop Agarwal
They were using them because of the energies of these crystals, which would
Over 35 years of research in field of
make them strong and successful. It had been a secret for ages, but thanks to
crystals, astrology and various aspects
the metaphysical science which disclosed the various mineral properties and
of meditation and healing
their uses to human being. Crystal Therapy is totally dependent upon
Healing Properties of Crystals. These Healing Crystals have so much of
energies inside them that they can change the entire life of a human being.
To read more insights and learnings from Dr. Anoop read: http://bit.ly/Astrologer-Dr-Anoop-Agarwal-Interview

TIPS FOR INCREASING BUSINESS
Here are quick tips for increasing your astrology business and get more clients.





Be visible online and be reachable : In todays internet enabled world, more and more people who are
geographically remote are trying to get expert consultations online. To increse your busiiness, you have
to be more reachable
Create a facebook page , linked in profile , astrology profile on astro.onlineprasad.com
You should have facebook page to promote yourself. Also consider getting onto popolar social media
like linked in, twitter , onlineprasad’s astrology marketplace.



Build customer base by providing a few free consultations or basic consultations
Nothing works better than giving a glimpse of your expertise by giving a few free consultations or
answering basic querries. This will create trust among clients who will want to seek detailed
consultations



Publish your credentials :- Letting clients know about your background or certifiations and awards will
build credibility and trust



Get reviews and ratings by customer for your services :- this will build confidence for future customers
as they feel more confident!

INTERNATIONAL ASTROLOGY MARKETPLACE

ASTROLOGY MARKETPLACE
About a month ago we launched the marketplace for astrologers at
http://astro.onlineprasad.com
Here are key benefits of associating with us on this marketplace

Publish profile

Ratings, Reviews
by customers

Be searchable ,
reachable easily

Join NOW

Click to call , book
appointment

TOP ASTROLOGER OF THE WEEK – VEDANT SHARMAA
Mr. Vedant Sharmaa, an expert astrologer from Madhya Pradesh, India associated with OnlinePrasad and has been the top
rated astrologer with over 100 ratings of 5 stars from customers.
Mr. Vedant Sharmaa is expert astrologer , vastu ,KP and numerology consultant.
He was brought up in Ujjain and got initial
education from his father Guruji Gobind Sharma.
His father is a well known astrologer and has many
politicians & film stars as his clients. He has
appeared on many TV Shows and written articles for
newspapers.
He is an IT Engineer and has done PHD in
Insurance (Doctorate Degree) from Pennsylvania
USA.
He is sought after astrologer on television and print.

NEXT NEWSLETTER – TO BE RELEASED ON 17TH JUNE 2015
What’s coming in next newsletter?


Expert views on how scientific is the astrology



Tools and Software that astrologers can use



Tips from expert astrologer



Free courses for astrologer announcement



Quiz for astrologers with prizes

CONTACT
Email us: Astro@onlineprasad.com | Phone +91 90086 44448 | Toll Free 1800-3010-0505

